
COOPERATION AGREEMENT
IN THE SPHERE OF SCIENCE AND EDUCATION

city

Kuralbay Menlibayev,
one side and

in the

functioning
on the

«Bolashak» Academy
functioning on the

person

private institution
bases of

in the person of Rector
charter on the

on the bases of
other side, further «Parties» have signed this agreemeırt about the following:

1. SUBJECT oF AGREEMENT

1.1 The present agreement establishes relationship of Partİes, theİr rights and dutİes

connected with mutually beneficial cooperation of Parties in the sphere of science and

education.
|,2 The subject of the present agreement is mutually beneficial cooperation of Parties in

science and education sphere.

2. RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF PARTIES

2.1 During implementation of present agreement Partİes undertake to cooperate and

shall:

- regularly communicate and ensure each other assistance in scientific and methodical

ensuring in scientific and educational activity;

carry out an exchange of experts, research associates, teachers, students,

undergraduates, post-graduate students;

- ensure assistance in professional development of personnel and teaching stuff;

- organize practice in training bases for research work and carrying out practice;

- give oppoıtunities in scientific training and professional development of experts,

personnel and teaching stuff, students, undergraduates, post-graduate students;

- carry orıt joint scientific research, educational, cultural projects, actİons, programs,

seminars, conferences ;

ensure assistançe iır publication of scientific research results and methodical

development;

- calTy out mrrtual review of the publications and scientific works published by the

personnel and teaching stuff, students, undergraduates, post-graduate students;

- calry out an exchange in the sphere of Contract subject with the personnel and

teaching stuff, students, undergraduates, post-graduate students ;

* introduce to each other the edition plans of monographs, research papers, scientİfic

collections;

- exchange experience in the sphere of Contract subject;

- inform the personnel stuff and the public on the Parties' activity.
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2.2partieshave a rignl to demand from each other appropriate execution of the assumed

obligations.
2.3 During implementation of the present agreement Partİes are oblİged to take İnto

account written recommendations offered İo each other çoncerning the subject of the Present

agreement.

3. OTHER TERMS

3.1 Directions of joint activity reflected in the present agreement are based on the

mutual benefit and expediency of use for each of Paılies. Payment conditions for commercial

services between Parties are determined by separate agreements.

3.2 Asrequired, parties make an agreement to perform a concrete tYPe of actions with

indication of execution period and Parties' obligations,

4. AGREEMENT DURATION

4.1 present agreement comes into effect from the moment of its signing and shall be

executed from ",Ü '' ,- 20_1t tilr|" ,ıA " }/l- 20W
5. FINAL TERMS

5.1 During the execution of the present agreement Partİes are directed bY the current

law of the Republic of Kazakhstan and

5.2 1\||the changes and addenda of the present agreement are valid in the case if theY

are written formed and signed by two Parties.
5.2 The present agreeırrent is made in two copies - one for every Part,

6. LBGAL ADDRESS AND REQUISITES

<Ğolashalo» Academy
private institution
Karuganda city,16, Erubayev st.

the Republic of Kazakhstan,
ph, +7(72t2) 42-04-25,
www.kubolashak.kz

PHH 302000007457
EI,IH 950640001690
AO <National bank of Kazakhstan»
EIIK HSBKKZKX
Ir4J( KZ 37 60t0 1 9 1 0000 66207

Rector, professor K.N.Menlitıayev r
-2 

position name
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signature signature

official seal
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